
Black History Month

The roles of people of colour in Tudor Britain 

at the time of Mary Queen of Scots.



WALT: identify the roles that people of colour 

had in 16th Century Britain.

Black History Month

WILF:
• An internet search using the links provided

• Summary notes taken of your findings

• A class discussion of your findings and what 

they tell us about the roles of people of colour 

in 16th Century society.



Who We Found
JOHN BLANKE, the royal trumpeter

The only known portrait of a Black Tudor.  Present at the court of Henry VII.  In 1509 he performed at both Henry 

VII’s funeral and Henry VIII’s coronation. He was paid wages and successfully petitioned the new king for a pay 

rise.

JACQUES FRANCIS, the salvage diver

An expert swimmer and diver, part of a team hired to salvage guns from the wreck of the Mary Rose in 1546. 

first known African to give evidence in an English court of law.

DIEGO, the circumnavigator

Diego taken aboard Francis Drake’s ship when it docked in Panama in 1572. Returned to Plymouth with Drake, 

circumnavigated the globe in 1577 on the Golden Hinde.

EDWARD SWARTHYE, the porter

In 1596, whipped John Guye, the future first governor of Newfoundland, then a servant too. Appeared as a 

witness in the court case of 1597, confirming that he, a Black Tudor, had whipped a white man.

REASONABLE BLACKMAN, the silk weaver

Reasonable Blackman made an independent living as a silk weaver living in Southwark c. 1579-1592. He had 

probably arrived in London from the Netherlands, which had both a sizeable African population.



MARY FILLIS, the Moroccan convert
Mary Fillis was the daughter of Fillis of Morisco, a Moroccan basket weaver and shovel maker. She came to 

London c. 1583-4 where she became a servant.

DEDERI JAQUOAH, the prince of River Cestos
Jaquoah was the son of King Caddi-biah, who ruled a kingdom in modern-day Liberia. He arrived in England 

aboard the Abigail in the autumn of 1610, and was baptised in the City of London church of St. Mildred’s Poultry 

on New Year’s Day 1611. He spoke good English and made ‘great proffers and promises of trade’.

JOHN ANTHONY, mariner of Dover
John Anthony was a sailor who almost certainly came to England with the pirate Sir Henry Mainwaring. In 1619 he 

was employed aboard ‘The Silver Falcon’ on a voyage to Virginia. Had all gone according to plan he, a free, 

waged, sailor, would have been the first African to arrive in an English colony in mainland North America.

CATTELENA OF ALMONDSBURY, independent single woman
One of a number of Africans recorded in rural locations, Cattelena lived in the small Gloucestershire village of 

Almondsbury, not far from Bristol. An inventory survives of the goods she owned.  Her most valuable possession 

was a cow, which not only supplied her with milk and butter but allowed her to profit from selling these products 

to her neighbours.

Who We Found



Evidence

This is the only surviving picture of a black person in Tudor Britain.  

This is John Blanke, the trumpeter from Henry VIII’s court.



The Discussion
• We shared our notes from our research, and looked at what we had found.

• We realised that people of colour didn’t have positions of power in Tudor Britain, 

they all had to work for their living.

• We discussed that there were not many instances of people of colour recorded 

from that time.  We discussed whether a white person with the trade that these 

people had would have made the historical records.

• We discussed the journeys that black Africans would have had to make to reach 

Britain using the methods of transport available in the 1500s.  We looked at , and 

how the short route across the Mediterranean from the Strait of Gibraltar meant 

that many Africans came from Spain and Portugal. 

• We discussed the impact on black people of not having important positions of 

power, and how the slave trade started to gather speed with black people having 

no voice or position.



WALT: prepare for a debate

Black History Month

WILF:
• A clear understanding of the structure of a debate

• Preparation of your position according to the motion for 

debate that has been proposed.

• Working in teams to prepare speeches.

• Ability to ‘rebut’ the points raised by the other team

• A clear introduction to the debate and a clear summary 

of your team’s key points.



How to Run a Debate

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yi6Im-Sb6Vw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yi6Im-Sb6Vw


Running a Debate – The Order

1. The affirmative team (those for the motion)

2. The negative team (those against the motion)

3. Teams take it in turns 

4. One person from each team opens the debate (starting with those for)

5. The second debater from each team makes their points (starting with those for)

6. Finally, the third debater  rebuts the points made and summarises (the negative team 

goes last)

7. The judging panel give marks based on presentation, time keeping and strength of 

argument to declare which team wins the debate.



Preparing to Debate

In the latest film depicting the life of Mary Queen of Scots, some of the characters were 

played by people of colour, despite the historical record that these people were white.

Motion for Debate:

It is appropriate that white historical figures are played by people of colour in order to 

ensure racial diversity in the film industry.

Today we are going to look at aspects of the film and some of the critics’ opinions, before 

you prepare to debate in groups based on whether you are ‘for’ or ‘against’ the motion.



Sir Thomas Randolph

White, English, born in 

Kent, white English 

parents 

Black, born in England, Jamaican 

parents 



Bess of Hardwick

Gemma Chan, born in England, Chinese parents 

from Hong Kong and China

White, English, born in Derbyshire,  

white English parents 



David Rizzio

Italian

Puerto Rican



Martin Luther Kin?



The Black & White Minstrels?



“While there were a few black people in England in the 

1500s, they were mostly poor and living in London. 

The likelihood that any significant character in the story of 

Mary Stuart was black is minimal. There is an increasing 

tendency to have black actors playing historical characters 

who almost certainly were not black: for some reason 

having a black actor play a historically white character is 

acceptable, while having a white actor play a historically 

black character is not.”



“It is weird to see diversity in films about a time when 

there was none. I like historical accuracy and part of 

the reason I watch them is to learn.  In Mary Queen of 

Scots the history is dishonest and it doesn’t have to be.”

“Imagine watching a film about a great African Tribal 

Chief and putting white people in it - in grass skirts - for 

the sake of diversity. That would be weird.” 



“Colour-blind casting is fairly common for films and plays 

today, except when the race itself is directly relevant. After 

all, if the actor is talented enough, he/she would still be 

able to perform the character competently.  It would be a 

good idea to cast ethnic minority actors to encourage the 

participation of ethnic minorities in films and drama.”



“It is true that there were Africans in the English and Scottish 

courts at the time, due to contact with West African states (either 

directly or via Portugal and Spain). 

At the time of Elizabeth I, England established formal relationship 

with the Ottoman Empire, and Muslim merchants started to come 

to London.

So visible minorities were certainly present in England and 

Scotland at the time, and it would not be unrealistic to see some 

Africans in the English and Scottish court.”



“Hollywood is making an effort to include more people of colour to make 

up for years of being almost exclusively white. While there may have 

been some Africans (more likely Moors) in Britain during the Renaissance, 

it’s really an effort to give screen time/exposure to the many talented 

actors of colour.  That’s wonderful because the more people of colour 

are seen on screen the more likely:

1) those actors will land additional, larger roles and

2) we’ll start to think it’s strange to see an all white cast.

It is a worthy effort but I do worry that people will come away thinking 

that it is history instead of drama.”



“It’s interesting that the diverse casting is framed as 

being about “black actors.” For fans of recent 

British films, these casting choices are pretty 

typical, and not that remarkable. They’re also 

entirely justified, on artistic grounds. Getting the 

best actor for a part leads to better films overall, 

including period dramas.

For instance, Gemma Chan was excellent as Bess 

of Hardwick in the film. It didn’t detract at all from 

the story that her particular ethnicity was unlikely to 

be present at the Elizabethan court. She was 

simply the right actor for the role.”



“This casting smacks of cultural appropriation and 

racism. The attempt by Hollywood to pretend 

that there were just as many people of colour in 

the 1500s in positions of authority is like 

pretending slavery didn't happen”.



“Two wrongs don’t make a right.”

"John Wayne played Genghis Khan. If John 

Wayne can play Genghis Khan, I can play 

Bess of Hardwick."



“In the case of historical movies, the problem with colour-blind 

casting for a biopic or period piece is that the visual impact that 

is the primary strength inherent to the media is undermined, and 

people are left wondering if the portrayals are “real” .

Going to such lengths to get the look of historical settings and 

costumes more or less right, then just stuffing any old body into 

them isn’t actually progress, but historical denial.

Many children swallow whatever they see on screen whole, 

which means they also don’t understand just how insidious the 

lack of access to chambers of power and upper echelons of 

society and its legacy is.”



Preparing to Debate

Motion for Debate:

It is appropriate that white historical figures are 
played by people of colour in order to ensure racial 

diversity in the film industry.

Are you for the motion, or against it?  

Choose your side to prepare your argument for or 
against the motion.



WALT: hold a structured and well argued debate.

Black History Month

WILF:
• Excellent time keeping (5 minutes per team)

• A confident introduction by each team

• A well-structured argument, with clear rebuttals of 

the other team’s points.

• A summary of your team’s key points

• Excellent presentation skills (confident body 

language, clear voice, good eye contact).



The Debate

Motion for Debate:

It is appropriate that white historical figures are played 
by people of colour in order to ensure racial diversity in 

the film industry.

Agenda

1. Team Member 1: Introduction, terms and arguments for/against 

2. Team Member 2: Rebuttals and arguments for/against

3. Team member 3: Final rebuttals and summary for/against

4. Judging:  based on  time keeping, presentation/content of argument









The Outcome

Motion for Debate:

It is appropriate that white historical figures are played by 
people of colour in order to ensure racial diversity in the film 

industry.

The team against the motion won the debate overall, 
however both teams showcased excellent research, 

presented fantastic arguments and delivered their parts well.  

The debate was won on the strength of the introductions 
and conclusions, in particular the stress on ‘historically 

accurate’ films, not on all films, and that colour-blindness in a 
historical context fails to acknowledge the burden that 

people of colour have had to bear in their history.



And finally ….

We discussed how we could ensure that people of 
colour still had an important acting role in a 

historical film, which resulted in us talking about 
script writing and developing the characters of 

servants/workers to create important and 
interesting roles.  

Another suggestion was to broaden the timeline of 
a film to incorporate more black history, for 

example looking at how slavery grew from Mary 
Queen of Scots reign.


